
Pussy Brain

Welcome to the fifth module in the Powerfully Feminine Intensive, I'm Candice Oneida.

Today, we're going to speak to your pussy brain and your G.P.S!

Today you'll learn about:

1. What Pussy Brain Is 
2. How To Use It

"Your clitoris is a proper little brain....the clit gathers information from your conscious,
unconscious, hypothalamus, neocortex, and peripheral nervous system. This mini-
brain tracks on your behalf without you even knowing it. She has the ability to sense, 
discern, and intuit.  She can feel the truth behind the truth"  

~ Natalie Angier from her book "Woman: An intimate geography" 

You are a woman, and in a woman's body you get to do life a different way than you have 
been taught to to date. A way in which you learn to open and receive what life wants to pour
into you. A way in which you get to have what you desire via experiencing it through 
pleasure, joy and an abundance of energy from which you then can serve others from. 

The quote I just spoke speaks of the clitoris,  and following your cliteracy lesson, you've 
discovered that the entire vulva is really what we call our pussy and that we are awakening 
both physically and energetically through our work together in this course.
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What Is Pussy Brain?

I'm going to keep this simple, because it essentially is:

Pussy Brain is when you listen to, hear and act from the wisdom of your pussy.

Pussy brain is different to head brain.  

They “think” differently.

In fact, pussy doesn't “think” at all...she feels...deeply.  She is profoundly intuitive, and she 
sees things quite differently to head brain.

When we get in our car and seek to find our way to a destination that we haven't been to 
before, we turn on our GPS right?   We use it to provide navigation to get from here to 
where we want to go.

What if you've been lost for a long time?   And didn't even know that you were lost.  You 
didn't even know that you had a GPS inside you to simply direct you toward your 
destination?

A GPS that was simply waiting for you to “turn it on” and listen to it so that you could be 
fluidly, easily navigated toward your goals, your desires and your purpose.

Well, pussy brain is your inner GPS.  It's the:

Global Pussy System!

Hah!

Jokes aside...it really is this.  It really is this inner navigation tool.  A way to move from here 
to where you want to go; to what you want; toward your deepest desires.

And because what comes with listening to pussy is pleasure, then you start to navigate 
through feeling pleasure; rather than how we've to date been taught to navigate life, which is
through pain, suffering, struggling, pushing and striving!

Pussy brain connects us to our deepest intuition, the non-verbal, non logical truth 
behind appearances.

She operates in whispers, in silent taps, in tingly feelings between our legs, in warnings and 
in suggested ideas and directions.  She says go left when logic says go right;  she says No 
when your head says yes;  she gives you new creative ways of doing everyday things instead 
of running the normal routine.
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She says “Yes” to life when you otherwise are dying inside.

She operates via pleasure, through our connection to our deep desire and via deeper 
knowings beyond apparent reality around us. 

She operates via “feeling knowing”

Knowing through feeling...feeling deeply

She isn't logical.

She isn't politically correct

She isn't mainstream

She's wild at times

She's creative

She sees the future

She's ready for anything

She's ready

Personal story.

I was recently in the dating pool...for almost 7 years.  What I call the dating swamp!   The way
I'd approached dating was for way too long, too mental, too frustrated, too disheartened.  

I'd lost faith in my man turning up.  

I'd all but given up.

I then got a hit to turn off all of my dating profiles for a phase.  I needed outbreath, space 
around it.

A reset.
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Then, I got a strong impulse from inside, from my intuition, from “pussy brain” at the new 
moon to do two things:

1. Light two flames on my “altar to the beloved” every morning for a month
2. Turn on 2 specific dating apps and start dating again

The result:  I met my new partner within 2 days of doing this.  It took a month before we met 
in person, but I stayed true to my pussys desires, to my feminine, to what I wanted.

By then, I'd done the work to be clear on what I wanted, on my value, on my deal breakers, 
on how I wanted to be treated.  I'd done the work on what I desired, I'd done desire setting, 
I'd dived deep into my desire.

This time around, pussy was in charge of the dating process.  I turned up fully in my feminine
and I've attracted a strong, beautiful masculine man who adores me, adores my feminine 
power, is fully supportive and matches me in his masculine polarity.

When you get a woman who has mastered the feminine arts, who has stepped fully into her 
Queen, who knows what she really wants and desires and is becoming clear on her purpose, 
then stop and hear her roar.

She means business, she takes no prisoners and she moves through the world fluidy 
operating from a new operating system.

The feminine operating system.   FEM OS

... And “pussy brain” is how she navigates.

Pussy Brain is how we, women navigate our lives,  how we communicate, how we support 
each other, how we grow together.

Via our pussy is wisdom, direction, clarity of purpose, life force and creativity.

This essentially comes from a place of love, of pleasure, of awakening, of ecstasy, of care, of 
service.

She is a force, we are a force; especially together.

A force of ecstasy, of joy, of pleasure

A force for awakening

A force to shake things up, to move things

A force of love
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How Do You Use Pussy Brain?

First you have to listen to her, then you have to hear her, then you speak from her and
take action from her.

It's really the difference between being ruled from your head brain vs starting to listen to and
engaging pussy brain.

As Natalie Angier said “She has the ability to sense, discern, and intuit. “

This is where vague “gut instinct” or loose intuition become grounded in the knowing that 
your pussy, who is coming alive, is more than ready to tell you what to do, how to do it, who 
to do it with and when!

BUT YOU HAVE TO LISTEN!

We are so accustomed to putting every single question, conundrum, problem, issue and 
decision to our “head brain”.  This is what we have all been taught to do...for millenia...or at 
least since we were raped, burned, drowned and suppressed by history.

It's time

It's time to listen again.

Listening to your pussy's wisdom, to your friends pussy's wisdom, to our growing sisterhoods
pussy's wisdom.

It's time

It's time.

Simple exercise for your day

I'm going to get you to ask your head and then your pussy “What do you want right now?”

I want you to give yourself some space to let your head brain answer and then you'll ask it 
again of pussy brain “What do you want right now?”

...and be marveled at the differences in the responses.

Be marveled at how these totally different GPS's i.e. head brain vs pussy brain,  want to 
navigate you; navigate your life; navigate work and navigate relationships.

Be amazed at the freshness and direction that your pussy wants to take you.
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Be bold enough to not only listen...but hear..and then act on what she wants!

Isn't it time to drop the boring, routine, fear based responses of your head brain?
Isn't it time to challenge the presiding patriarchal paradigms that we've been blindly raised 
in?
Isn't it time to implement the feminine arts in your life, your work and your relationships in 
order that you reclaim your sovereignty?  
Reclaim Your power?  
Reclaim Your energy?  
Reclaim Your life back?

You now get to make the decisions moving forward as to how you want to conduct your life, 
engage your body, grow your Queendom.

You now have the power to live your purpose, to love who you want to love, to serve who 
you know you are destined to serve.

You have the power inside you.

It's all inside you.
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Congratulations! 

In Review, what you've learned today is:

1. What Pussy Brain Is
2. How To Use It

Now, head on over to the “Powerfully Feminine Facebook Page” and share one key 
reflection that you gained from the exercises today.

Great job!

... and we have reached the end of the five core feminine arts modules.

You are now well versed in the core arts and skills to implement in your life, work and 
relationships to re-emerge in your innately powerful feminine force.

These 5 core arts are enough to get you back into your feminine polarity at will, anytime, 
anywhere.

Please review any of the exercises that you need to to dive deeper, to discover more and 
mine for your power from inside.  This juicy, joyful, generous feminine power that is all inside 
of you, and that nobody can take from you ever again.

This is you.

This is your power, your feminine essence.

This is yours.

I'm here with you sister and so is the Powerfully Feminine Sisterhood.  Allow yourself to be 
your innate leader, supporter and nurturer of this and your other communities.

It's been my joy and delight to be your guide through the Powerfully Feminine Intensive.

It's now a great time to pay it forward to other women who may need this work.  Send them 
my way, I promise I'll take the best of care of them.  Let them have the first hand benefit of 
this powerful work.  Lead them back to their feminine re-emergence.

Let's together build this movement and bring feminine power back to the planet.

Bye for now and I'll see you in the Facebook Group.

Much much love from me.
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